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A vortex-structure has been often observed in some kinds 
of plasmas. I) In such a vortex-structure formation, it is 
expected that an interaction between plasma and neutral 
particles probably plays an important role. It is important to 
observe a spatial distribution of neutral particles when the 
vortex-structure is formed. To investigate such a spatial 
distribution of neutral particles is, in general, a hard task. A 
computer-tomography (CT) method will give a powerful 
tool to observe a spatial distribution of physical quantities 
and will help to achieve our purpose. A purpose of this 
research work is to reconstruct a temporal evolution of a 
visible-light intensity distribution, which is strongly related 
to the neutral-particle distribution, at a plasma section 
under the condition of the vortex-structure formation. 
Experiments were perfonned using HYPER-I 
device at NIFS. Strength of a magnetic field was 
approximately 1 kG at an experimental region. Argon gas 
was introduced into the device at pressure of 2.7 X 10.2 
Torr. A wavelength used for CT and observed was 429.5 
nm, which was a typical visible-light radiation from a 
neutral argon atom. A pulsed micro-wave of 8 kW was 
injected, whose duration was approximately 20 sec. During 
the microwave injection, a plasma was generated and a 
vortex-structure was fonned. An elapse time was measured 
retroactively from the time the pulsed microwave was 
shutoff. A fine CT -reconstruction usually requires a 
number of detectors located surrounding the device. In the 
present situation of the experimental device, however, 
allowed us to use only one detector position. A line of sight 
of the detector located at the position was tuned only to 
detect a parallel-light injection, and was movable as the 
line surveyed the plasma section. An angle of the line of 
sight, 0, was ranged _34° " 0" +32°, where 0 = 0° when 
the line passed through the center of the device. To survey 
the whole section of the plasma, the detector should be 
movable to look out larger angles, i.e., up to approximately 
±48°, The dev;ice geometry, however, gave a restriction to 
the angular motion. Unidentified data at larger angles were 
extrapolated using the obtained ones. In the experiments, 
observation was done at each 2°. To reconstruct spatial 
distributions of visible-light intensity, an axisymmetry was 
assumed. Because of the assumption, the reconstruction 
was perfonned using the data at positive and negative 
angles separately. 
The vortex-structure, under the experimental 
condition here, has two peaks where the plasma density is 
lower than other regions. Because of the assumption of the 
axisymmetry, however, such a two-peak profile is 
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concealed. Instead, it is expected that a relatively 
low-density area around the center will be reconstructed. 
Figure 1 is a typical example of a reconstructed 
temporal evolution of the visible-light intensity distribution 
for 0 " 0°. The reconstructed results using the data for 0 
~ 0° includes a virtual structure, which might come out of a 
reflection at a wall of the device. It is one of future works 
to remove such a reflection. As seen in Fig. 1, it is found 
that the radiation intensity from the neutral particles 
increases. A weak radiation region around the center 
expands toward outer regions temporally. The weak 
radiation region at the center may correspond to the peaks 
of the vortex-structure. 
To summarize, the temporal evolution of the 
spatial distribution of visible-light intensity from neutral 
argon atom is reconstructed using the CT -method from 
only one detector position under an assumption of 
axisymmetry. 
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Fig. I. Temporal evolution of intensity of 
visible-light radiation from neutral particles. 
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